CHICKEN LITTLE’S FIRST FESTIVAL
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That morning, when all the brood had cracked out of their eggs and left the nest, Mommy Hen suddenly heard something – another chick hatched. Mommy Hen called her Chicken Little. Chicken Little was a very picky eater, so she became so stunted.
In frosty winter, though food was scarce, Mommy Hen still tried her best to feed all her chicklings.
And she took special care of Chicken Little the runt.
Day by day, Chicken Little grew up and got more and more bouncing. Going out with Mommy, seeing cranes fly and ducks swim... Chicken Little felt so eager. She wished she also could fly or swim like that.
One warm spring day, Chicken Little woke up to find her siblings, together with goslings and ducklings, were gladly flocking to the village festival. Chicken Little asked Mommy. - Why didn’t you wake me up early? Mommy said. - Your grandpa has crowed loud enough to wake all the neighborhood up, and you still could sleep tight through that? A little
embarrassed to hear that, Chicken Little jumped out of her nest and ran out.
Chicken Little was hurriedly running after her friends when she bumped into Fox. With a foxy smile, Fox gave Chicken Little a bunch of balloons and said. - These balloons will help you fly really fast to where you want to.
Without thinking twice, Chicken Little took the balloons at once. And then WHOOSH... Chicken Little soared all the way up into the sky.
Chicken Little was flying joyfully up in high sky when SNAP! the balloon strings suddenly broke. Chicken Little fell like a stone into the river. Her friends all cried as loud as they could.
- Help! Help!
Surprisingly, an elephant head emerged from under the river. Bravo! Elephant saved Chicken Little.
Chicken Little climbed onto the river lawn, soaking wet. Her friends surrounded to warm her up. And then, they asked her to join merry games of the festivals.
Since then, together with her siblings, Chicken Little got up early every morning, at the crow of her grandpa.
- Cock-a-doodle-doo!
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